DAYLIGHT AWARD 2010

WINNER: Peter Zumthor & Partner in Haldenstein with a sum of CHF 100’000

OBJECT: Therme Vals, thermal baths and spa in the mountain village of Vals. According to the jury, the building is exceptional, already a ‘classic’. It is still perceived as the most accomplished project in terms of daylight due to an archaic, minimalistic layout and an outstanding interplay with light and darkness. The architecture controls the light in a wonderful way, it is judged as a magnificent project." According to the jury the architect Peter Zumthor became an artist dealing with daylight.
HONORARY AWARDS 2010

James Turell, an American artist for his artwork showing the essence of light in a building in unrivalled consequence. The jury considered it the most poetic project: Skyspace Piz Uter in Zuoz

AND

Stürm Wolf Architects, Zurich
The architects left the main structure of the building untouched and with only a small intervention managed to perfectly solve the building task for an art space: all the daylight is coming from the built annex on the roof, resulting in perfect exhibition light. It is perceived as a playful, unpretentious, intelligent and ‘fresh’ project. Art/Arsenal Museum in Rapperswil-Jona

THE JURY 2010

Professor Andrea Deplazes, architect, ETH Zurich, Jury chairman
Professor Colin Fournier, architect, Bartlett School of Architecture, London
Bob Gysin, architect, winner of the Daylight Award 2007
Professor Dr. Anna Wirz-Justice, Centre for Chronobiology, University of Basle
Professor Dr. Jean-Louis Scartezzini, Head of ICARE, EPFL, Lausanne
Roland Stulz, architect, Head of Novatlantis, ETH Zurich
Kurt Stutz, President of the board, VELUX STIFTUNG
Bodil Wälli, Board member, VELUX STIFTUNG
ARGE Ruprecht Architects & Roman Singer Architect
Kindergarten Malans

Stürm Wolf Architects
Art/Arsenal Museum Rapperswil-Jona

Baumschlager Eberle Lochau ZT GmbH, Lochau
ETH e-Science Lab
New Building HIT, ETH Zurich

Baumschlager Eberle Lochau ZT GmbH, Lochau
Residential building complex Achslenpark, St. Gallen

Baumschlager Eberle Architects, Vaduz
Residential building complex Eichgut, Winterthur
Architect Daniel Libeskind AG & Burckhardt + Partner AG
Leisure & Shopping Center Westsid, Bern

Aebi & Vincent Architects SIA AG
Building of the parliament, Bern

Ueli Brauen + Doris Wälchli
La Miroiterie, Lausanne

Freiluft Architects
Dachloft Schmiedengasse, Burgdorf

kfp architects ag
Bank building ZKB Steinfels, Zurich
atelier ww Architects SIA AG
Medienhaus Wird, Zurich

Prof. Dietrich Schwarz / GlassX AG
Zero-energy residential building Eulachhof, Winterthur

MOKA Architecture AG
Office building Parkside, Zurich

Giraudi Wettstein Sagl
Bank building CS Riforma, Lugano

Rolf Mühlethaler Architect BSA SIA
School building Falletsche Leimbach, Zurich

Rolf Mühlethaler Architects BSA SIA
HKB University of Fine Arts, Bern
Gut Deubelbeiss Architects AG
School building, Steinach

Bucher Bründler AG
Conversion residential building complex Sevogelstrasse, Basel

Niklaus Graber & Christoph Steiger Architects ETH SIA BSA GmbH
Extension windowfactory G. Baumgartner AG, Hagedorn

Ken Architects BSA AG
Findling Möriken

Miller & Maranta dipl. Architects ETH BSA SIA
School building Volta, Basel
Peter Zumthor & Partner
Therme Vals, thermal baths & spa

Ernst Gisel
Protestant church Effretikon

Gäumann Lüdi von der Ropp Architects SIA
Conversion Nursing home Wildbach, Zürich

Stemmle Architects
Conversion of the catholic church St. Johannes, Geroldswil

5 Architects AG
Family home Zühl, Beinwil am See
sMarch – Mathys & Stücheli
Neuapostolic Church, Zuchwil

Beat Consoni AG Architekt BSA SIA
College of Education Thurgau, Kreuzlingen

MADE IN Sàrl
Villa Chardonne

Atelier Oï SA
Office building Dress Your Body SA, Cormondrèche

Graeme Mann & Patricia Capua Mann
Dual Sports Hall, Borex-Crassier

Graeme Mann & Patricia Capua Mann / Tekhne SA
School building «Le Marais du Billet», Cheseaux-sur-Lausanne
Architram Architecture & Urbanisme SA
Public transport station Ours, Lausanne

James Turrell
Skyspace Piz Uter, Zuoz

Diener & Diener Architects
Novartis Campus Forum 3, Basel

Studio di Architettura, Mailand
Office building, Fabrikstrasse 12, Novartis Campus, Basel

Marques AG
New building for church center, Uetikon
Giancarlo Durisch
Casa e Studio, Riva San Vitale

giuliani.hönger ag
University of Applied Sciences Sihlhof, Zurich

Santiago Calatrava LLC
University of Zurich, Faculty of Law
Extension building, Zurich

alb Architektengemeinschaft
Administration building GVB, Bern

dl-a devanthéry & lamunière architectes
Luciole – School building, Cressy
Ramseier & Associates Ltd.
Conversion & retrofit of shopping Mall Rheinpark, St. Margrethen

Architect Mario Botta
Wellness Center Tschuggen Bergoase, Arosa

Fred Hochstrasser + Hans Bleiker Architects BSA / SIA
Administration building BASF (Schweiz) AG, Wädenswil

Esch Sintzel GmbH
Residential building complex Stähelimatt, Zürich

LOCALARCHITECTURE / Shel
Temporary chapel for the deaconess of Saint-Loup, Pompaples
FRAR Frei Rezakhanlou architectes

Collège de la Combe, Cugy